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Super-deduction and special rate first year allowance 

 

The super-deduction and special rate first year allowance (SR allowance) temporarily increase reliefs for 
companies on qualifying expenditure on plant or machinery from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2023. They were 
introduced at Budget 2021 and draft legislation and explanatory notes were issued at the same time. These 
are valuable reliefs where the date of expenditure is important for the asset to qualify so businesses will need 
to maintain records of dates of acquisition especially for larger projects that span 1 April 2021 and 1 April 
2023.  

The additional reliefs are split into two types: 
 

•  a super-deduction of 130% allowances on new plant or machinery that is not special rate ex-
penditure, ie it would ordinarily qualify for the 18% main rate writing down allowance ― see the 
Capital allowances computations guidance note, and  

•  a first year allowance of 50% on new plant or machinery that qualifies as special rate expendi-
ture, ie it would ordinarily qualify for the 6% main rate writing down allowance ― see the Spe-
cial rate pool and long life assets guidance note. This is called the SR allowance in the legisla-
tion 

Where assets are disposed of, on which either of these reliefs were claimed, there will be a balancing 

charge, which is detailed below, therefore separate records of the qualifying assets will need to be main-
tained in order to be able to calculate the balancing charge. 

The allowances are available for companies only and not for self-employed businesses or partnerships. 
There are also the following restrictions for both types of relief: 
 

•  the expenditure has to be incurred on or after 1 April 2021 but before 1 April 2023. For these 
reliefs, where a contract has been entered into before 3 March 2021 (the day of Budget 2021) 
the expenditure is treated as being incurred on the date the contract was entered into and the 
exceptions for unconditional contracts do not apply 

•  the expenditure is not on plant and machinery that is used or second-hand 
•  the expenditure is not within the general exclusions in CAA 2001, s 46, which includes ex-

penditure in a period when the qualifying activity permanently ceases, cars and plant and ma-
chinery used for leasing 

•  the provisions that treat pre-trading expenditure as incurred on the first day of trading are dis-
regarded 

There are additional qualifying conditions for expenditure on hire purchase assets. 
 

Apportionment of expenditure for super-deduction 

Where expenditure straddles the end of the qualifying period, ie 1 April 2023, the super-deduction rate is 
time apportioned for days falling prior to 1 April 2023 over the total days in the accounting period. The draft 
legislation issued at the time of Budget 2021 does not include any apportionment for periods that straddle the 
start of the qualifying period for the super–deduction.  

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/budget-2021-documents
http://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/966182/Super-deduction.pdf
http://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/966370/Explanatory_Note.pdf
https://www.lexisnexis.com/tolley/guidance/corporatetax/linkHandler.faces?ps=null&bct=A&homeCsi=363621&A=0.476334411151633&urlEnc=ISO-8859-1&&dpsi=0K9Y&remotekey1=DOC-ID&remotekey2=0K9Y_472&service=DOC-ID&origdpsi=0K9Y
https://www.lexisnexis.com/tolley/guidance/corporatetax/linkHandler.faces?ps=null&bct=A&homeCsi=363621&A=0.476334411151633&urlEnc=ISO-8859-1&&dpsi=0K9Y&remotekey1=DOC-ID&remotekey2=0K9Y_474&service=DOC-ID&origdpsi=0K9Y
https://www.lexisnexis.com/tolley/guidance/corporatetax/linkHandler.faces?ps=null&bct=A&homeCsi=363621&A=0.476334411151633&urlEnc=ISO-8859-1&&dpsi=0K9Y&remotekey1=DOC-ID&remotekey2=0K9Y_474&service=DOC-ID&origdpsi=0K9Y
https://www.lexisnexis.com/tolley/guidance/corporatetax/citationlinkHandler.faces?bct=A&service=citation&risb=&UK_ACTS&$num!%252001_2a%25$section!%2546%25$sect!%2546%25
http://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/966182/Super-deduction.pdf
http://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/966182/Super-deduction.pdf
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The apportionment for periods straddling 1 April 2023 is calculated as follows: 
 

a  divide the number of days in the accounting period before 1 April 2023 by the total number of 
days in the period 

b  multiply the ratio at (a) by 30%, and  
c  add 100% to the result at (b) 

For a September 2023 year end this would work out as 182 days before 1 April 2023 divided by 365 days, ie 
182/365, multiplying this by 30% gives 15% and adding 100% gives an amended rate of 115%. 
 
 

Disposal of asset when a super-deduction has been claimed 

When plant or machinery is disposed of and a claim for a super-deduction has been made on the expendi-
ture there will be a balancing charge that will therefore be a taxable profit. The balancing charge is calculated 
differently depending on when the disposal takes place.  

The balancing charge is the amount of the disposal value of the plant or machinery that relates to the ex-

penditure on which a super-deduction was claimed. This is calculated by dividing the amount of expenditure 
on which a super-deduction was claimed by the total expenditure on which capital allowances were claimed 
either as a super-deduction, a first year allowance or within a pool. This is called the ‘relevant proportion’. 
The balancing charge is then the relevant proportion multiplied by the disposal value with any balance of the 
disposal value being taken to the plant and machinery pool. However, if the disposal takes place in a period 
that ends before 1 April 2023 or that straddles 1 April 2023, this amount is increased as detailed below. 
 
Disposal in a chargeable period that ends before 1 April 2023 

For disposals of assets on which a super-deduction has been claimed where the chargeable period of the 
disposal ends before 1 April 2023, the balancing charge is multiplied by 1.3. 
 
 
Disposal in a chargeable period that straddles 1 April 2023 

For disposals of assets on which a super-deduction has been claimed where the chargeable period of the 

disposal started before 1 April 2023 and ends after 1 April 2023, the balancing charge is multiplied by a fac-
tor that is calculated as follows: 
 

a  divide the number of days in the accounting period before 1 April 2023 by the total number of 
days in the period 

b  multiply the ratio at (a) by 0.3, and  
c  add 1 to the result at (b) 

For a September 2023 year end, this would work out as 182 days before 1 April 2023 divided by 365 days, ie 

182/365, multiplying this by 0.3 gives 0.15 and adding 1 gives a factor of 1.15. 
 
 
 

Disposal of asset when special rate allowance has been claimed 

When plant or machinery is disposed of and a claim for a special rate first year allowance (SR allowance) 
has been made on the expenditure there will be a balancing charge that will therefore be a taxable profit. The 
balancing charge is the amount of the disposal value of the plant or machinery that relates to the expenditure 
on which a SR allowance was claimed. This is calculated by dividing the amount of expenditure on which a 
SR allowance was claimed by 2 and then dividing that by the total expenditure on which capital allowances 
were claimed either as a SR allowance, a first year allowance or within a pool. This gives the relevant pro-
portion that is multiplied by the disposal value of the asset to give the balancing charge. Any remaining pro-
ceeds of disposal are taken to the special rate pool. 
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Where the whole asset qualified for SR allowance, the balancing charge will therefore be 50% of the disposal 
proceeds, but the relevant proportion calculation may be needed where part of an asset does not qualify, for 
example the plant or machinery is being built over a period of time and part of the expenditure occurs after 1 
April 2023. 
 
 

Anti-avoidance rules 

There are anti-avoidance rules that counteract any arrangements where the purpose or one of the main 
purposes of the arrangements is to obtain a tax advantage that could be in relation to the super-deduction, 
the SR allowance or the avoidance of a balancing charge. The rules will take effect when the arrangements 
are contrived, abnormal or lacking a genuine commercial purpose, or they are intended to circumvent the 
limits of the relief.  
 
 


